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What Behaviors Are Desirable in Students
Creating System Models? A Step before Assessment

ssessment is a major concern currently in the K-12 systems community. If
parents and other teachers are to be encouraged to accept this new paradigm for
problem solving and analysis, then some method for measuring the improved

thinking skills of students must be demonstrated. How to accomplish this assessment
using traditional tools has proven to be elusive. This presentation attempts to take one
step back from the assessment issue and determine what we feel are desirable traits in a
student or student group that has chosen to study problems from a systems perspective.
The analysis will be broken into three categories:  creating models in a modeling course,
transferability to other classrooms/disciplines, and indication of improved understanding
of concepts presented in other classrooms/disciplines. In a modeling course, attention will
be given to skills involving determining reference behavior, model design, model
validation, and model explanation. For transferability, the topics will include a focus on
model structure and what lends itself to transferability. For improved understanding,
some student behaviors that demonstrate a student has surpassed typical conversations
will be suggested.

Desired Behaviors of a Systems Modeling Student

Year 1

 Early in the student instruction, most effort is exerted just trying to teach students how
to create readable, simple diagrams (with attention to dimensional consistency) and
present information in a graph or table that is relevant, readable, and displays key points
of interest. There is also emphasis on communication, so helping students learn to write
explanations that highlight the important information in complete and fluid paragraphs
requires significant time and energy.

1. Uses software well enough to create diagrams, tables, graphs.
2. Can design models to replicate three generic structures: linear, exponential,

convergent.
3. Can design a simple model that is easy to read:  good design, no crossed lines,

appropriate # flows, simple to glean major components, names of icons are meaningful.
4. Can create graphs that tell a good quick visual story:  choice of graphs to display,

choice of scale, units.
5. Can identify appropriate units for every equation.
6. Can explain design of model, dependencies, choice of stock, flow, converters.

After achieving a certain level of competency in the mechanics of model construction,
emphasis shifts to the beginning concepts of systems modeling.

7. Can explain using a graph, how flows determine change of behavior in a stock.
8. Can trace and explain simple +/- feedback.
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9. Can transfer simple structures across topics.
10. Can use basic commands: step, pulse, if-then-else, appropriately.
11. Can choose Euler vs. Runge-Kutta appropriately. Can choose DT size appropriately.
12. Can explain what a system is.

The next step is to have students begin to extend their learning/application of SD
outside the teacher-made SD lessons.

13. Can select an appropriate topic to model.
14. Can gather, interpret, translate data to use in a model.
15. Can communicate in a businesslike manner on the phone or with e-mail with a

consultant or organization to gain more information about modeling topic.
16. Uses a model to test policies.

Year 2

Students build modeling skill and expand their reach outside the SD classroom.

1. Can explain more complicated +/- feedback.
2. Can build models of three generic infrastructures:  s-shaped, oscillation, overshoot &

collapse.
3. Can identify system scenarios in newspapers and magazines.
4. Can create simple model structures of different system scenarios from newspapers and

magazines and explain the structures.
5. Can identify leverage points in a model.
6. Can explain transfer of loop dominance.
7. Can use multipliers appropriately.
8. Understands how delays affect behavior of a system.
9. Can identify system scenarios and generic structures in topics studied in other classes.
10. Can explain an appropriate systems relationship to a teacher/student in another class.
11. Has an appreciation for the breadth of disciplines to which systems applies.
12. Tests model’s robustness.
13. Can differentiate between event reporting and systems/feedback approach reporting.

Year ?

At this point it is hoped that modeling has become a comfortable tool the student will
use to understand her/his world.

1. Applies system tools/structures to enhance student’s own learning.
2. Uses core structures to help understand/describe new systems.
3. Improves ability to explain model behavior.
4. Improves ability to articulate what they learn from the modeling experience.

This article is available at the CLE Web site www.clexchange.org titled SE2000-06BeforeAssessment.


